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Joint declaration of the insurrectional anarchist and
eco-anarchist groups of Mexico (second public commu-
nique)1

To the anarchist comrades of Mexico and the world,
To the arsonists and unmanageables2 in affinity of the

whole planet,
Health, imprisoned brothers and sisters in Mexico, Ger-

many, Chile, Spain, United States, Greece, Italy, England,
Switzerland and the world!

1 The first joint public communique (English translation)
2 The word refractarios and other derivatives are used throughout the

communique. It refers to being resistant or unyielding to whatever force, and
the authors are deliberately using it to distinguish from individuals, political
tendencies, and forms of struggle that are compromising or manageable. We
translate it throughout as ‘unmanageable.’



Health, comrade Gabriel! Health, comrade Tamara! Health,
comrade Luciano! Health, comrade Camenisch! Health, com-
rades of the Conspiracy of Cells of Fire held captive in Greece!
Health to all those who fight for Total Liberation!

The coordination of the unmanageable struggle solidifies
and extends over the whole world.The anarchist fire and explo-
sion leave their mark and awaken libertarian conscience. From
Santiago de Chile to Mexico City, the chaotic night is illumi-
nated with gasoline and black powder in solidarity with our
captive comrades. Montevideo, Lima and Portland raise them-
selves to anarchic arson. In Greece, in Germany, in Italy and
Argentina, the roar of dynamite is heard. The fire spreads from
Russia to Indonesia. The condemnation of the States is unani-
mous nomatter the ideological color of whatever governments.
The prisons of the world keep hostage our sisters and brothers
in struggle. With this horizon and in the face of the extension
of the anarchic struggle, the attacks and slander from the op-
portunists on the left side of Capital were to be expected. Leftist
liberals and diseased Bolsheviks sealed with french kisses their
disgusting alliances in search of power, and anarchists threat-
ened once again to ruin the party; thus they call us the “public
enemy number one” and hasten their onslaught. Toward these
ends they do not have any scruples in carrying out the orders of
the State and offering themselves as volunteer police. In the fi-
nal assessment, they do not fight to destroy the system of dom-
ination but to “transform it.” Leninists and leftist liberals fight
to take State power, not for its elimination. Thus in Greece and
in Chile, they hold delegations and public posts, defending the
system of domination from the anarchists, as we see recently
in Greece with their defense of Parliament.

Leftists and Leninists rely on semantics, word games and
doublespeak to camouflage their intentions, trying to mislead
the naive with a grotesque gymnastics that try to establish a
supposed difference between instituted Power and instituting
Power. Crushing to death the supposed goodness of their “Pop-
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– Anonymous Anarchist Action / Informal Anarchist
Federation (AAA/FAI)

– Revolutionary Action Brigades for Propaganda
by the Deed and Armed Action – Simón Radowitzky
(BARPHAA-SR)

– Insurrectional Cell – Mariano Sanchez Añon (CI-
MSA), fraction of the Informal Anarchist Federation of
Mexico (FAI-M) Mexico City and Guanajuato

– Terrorist Column of the Revolutionaries in Black
(CTRN)

– Former members of the Eco-anarchist Cell for Direct
Attack (CEAD)

– Conspiracy of Cells of Fire / Informal Anarchist Fed-
eration – Mexico City (CCF/FAI-DF)

– Conspiracy of Cells of Fire / Informal Anarchist Fed-
eration – Jalisco (CCF/FAI-J)

– Conspiracy of Cells of Fire / Informal Anarchist Fed-
eration – Veracruz (CCF/FAI-V)

– Earth Liberation Front (FLT)
– Free, Dangerous, Savage and Incendiary Individuals

for the Black Plague (ILPSIPN)
– Luddites against the Domestication of Wild Nature

(LDNS)
Mexico, Planet Earth, December 12, 2011
_____________________
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Mexican Chavez, Morales or Castro. Thus they view with pro-
found distaste the extension of unmanageable anarchism — it
worries them that the contagion is spreading. They know that
for us anarchists it is the same fucking shit one government
or another; it means the same to us that there is a rat from the
left or the right in Power. Anarchists (as the word indicates) are
against all authority, against all government, against all Power.
Thus, we are not of the left nor the right. We do not place our-
selves on one side or another of the system of domination: WE
ARE AGAINST ALL DOMINATION. Thus, whoever wins, we
will continue in struggle until Total Liberation because the only
thing we have “below and to the left”7 is our left ovary or testi-
cle (as the case may be) — NOTHINGMORE. And in our hearts
the only thing that beats with force is Anarchy…

The times of the elections are approaching, and the
choice is ours:8

Let us again become their worst nightmare!
Strength, compañerxs kidnapped for the “Bombs

Case”!
Strength, compañerxs imprisoned from the Conspir-

acy of Cells of Fire!
Strength, compañero Tortuga!
Strength, compañera Tamara! Strength, compañero

Gabriel!
Against the techno-industrial system of domination!
For the demolition of the prisons!
For the destruction of everything that dominates us!
For Total Liberation!
For international anarchist coordination!
For Anarchy!
May it illuminate the night!

7 “Below and to the left lies the heart” is a slogan of the leftist EZLN
(Zapatista movement) in Mexico.

8 In the original the same word is used for the elections as for the choice
we have.
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ular Power” (the same shit in a different bottle!) and pulling
out of their sleeve an “anarchism” aligned with Power and in-
clined toward “proletarian” dictatorships and populist govern-
ments, they intend to give body to an incompatible mishmash
which puts a Leninist project into practice with a libertarian
discourse, with the objective of halting the anarchic contagion
and attracting the ingenuous to their ranks.

The opportunists from “saboteamos.info” adhere to this
strategy with their attacks on the Individualists Tending
toward the Wild (ITS). “Communique” after “communique”
(and even with a shit sandwich they call “documentary”), they
try to present the anti-civilization anarcho-environmentalists
who make up the cells of ITS as “government agents” and
“as a distraction from the population in order to intimidate
and characterize anti-systemic expressions.” With the Cantin-
flesque language that characterizes them and with their use
and abuse of leftist verborrea3, they try to sow distrust and
division through slander, suspicion and defamation. Old
techniques frequently used by the mercenaries of the system
of domination, as by the volunteers on the left side of Capital
aspiring to Power.

We may have theoretical differences and discussions with
the comrades of ITS (polemicizing always in a comradely way
in a constant attempt to actualize ideas and for the construc-
tion of a unitary critique attuned to the reality of the anarchist
struggle) but we have never disagreed over the methods used,
understanding anti-authoritarian violence and propaganda by
the deed as valid practices in accordance with our ethical prin-
ciples. With this, we not only want to make clear that we rec-
ognize their anarchist anti-civilization trajectory but also that
we see nothing “strange” nor “suspicious” about a direct at-

3 Cantinflesque refers to the comedian Cantinflas, whose way of speak-
ing in character derived its humor from going on and on about a topic while
only confusing and obscuring it more and more. Verborrea = verbal diar-
rhoea.
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tack against the representatives of the techno-industrial sys-
tem of domination; nor do we see any difference between an
attack made against a smaller or larger piece of shit, since what
matters is to realize the attack against the system of domina-
tion, putting into practice permanent conflictuality and, above
all, choosing the target that entails the least risk for ourselves.
This has been the basis of the practical coordination between
the new anarchic insurrectionalism and the anti-civilization
anarcho-environmentalism.

From their virtual “reality,” the opportunists of “saboteamos.info,”
playing at “investigative journalism,” rely on the same strategy
recently implemented by so-called Carolina Romero and
those who write under the name Notices from the Rebellion,
demonstrating a fictitious dichotomy that tries to present
two positions within the anarchist movement: “the good
anarchists” and “the bad anarchists,” praising dead anarchists
and defaming the living ones, promoting the old saying: “The
best anarchist is the one who is dead.”

They intend to use to their favor that portion of anarchism
that we have constantly pointed out as immobilist and evo-
lutionist, opposed to anarchic action and partisan of waiting,
of quantitative growth and of centralist bureaucratic organi-
zation; nevertheless, to them we declare that we can distin-
guish perfectly well (despite our differences) between these
anarchists and the anarcho-Leninist fetal monstrosity aligned
with the populist governments and “proletarian” dictatorships
that they try to promote. We are all aware of this intention that
attempts to mislead the unsuspecting. An irrefutable proof is
the note dedicated to Carolina Romero in the pages of the most
recent issue of the periodical Apoyo Mutuo, giving an account
of the slander and defamation by this opportunist at the service
of the Cuban hierarchy against Cuban anarchist comrades.

But these virtual “saboteurs,” in addition to slandering and
defaming, cynically lie, trying to sow discord and division
between affinities. Likewise they have involved the Chilean
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comrades from Liberación Total in their bickering, pretending
that they received “confidential” information from this site
for the diffusion of global anarchic action, in order to then
conclude that it deals with their very particular paranoid and
bad-intentioned “interpretation.” Likewise they mention in
their endless bullshit affinity groups and even signatories
of this new Joint Declaration and sites of solidarity with
unmanageable anarchism (Viva la Anarquía, Portal OACA,
and Culmine) of proven integrity, creating doubt and pre-
tending to have a nonexistent support from these anarchist
counter-information media closely in affinity with our project
of struggle. It becomes clear that it is not a coincidence that
this scenario presents itself here, while in Germany and
Switzerland, a similar campaign goes on the march and from
anonymity there appears a letter to the anarchist Galaxy,
critiquing the unmanageable action of comrades held captive
by the State.

We know well how these opportunists expend themselves,
more now that the whole leftist pile of shit closes ranks in the
face of next year’s elections. The opportunist rats also prepare
to board the ship of López Hablador4, discovering in the for-
mer PRI-ist the new messiah of the Mexican left in search of
that supposed “Popular Power” they so preach. It is not an ac-
cident that the subcomediante5 faced with this moderates his
tone, describing him now as a “scoundrel,” nor is it an accident
that la Otra Campaña (supposedly created to confront the elec-
toral campaign) keeps absolute silence toward the new presi-
dential plans of López Hablador, after accusing him in the past
of being a “corrupt rat at the service of the powerful.” They try
to disguise Peje with the glowing look6, presenting him as the

4 Andrés Manuel López Obrador is a Mexican politician. The authors
change part of his name from ‘work’ to ‘speak.’

5 An insulting reference to Zapatista Subcomandante Marcos — the
authors combined the word for ‘comedian’ with his usual title.

6 Peje is the politician’s nickname. Look is in English in the original.
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